The first double diffractive cross-section measurement in the very forward region has been carried out by the TOTEM experiment at the LHC with center-of-mass energy of √ s = 7 TeV. By utilizing the very forward TOTEM tracking detectors T1 and T2, which extend up to |η|=6.5, a clean sample of double diffractive pp events was extracted. From these events, we measured the cross-section σDD = (116 ± 25) µb for events where both diffractive systems have 4.7<|η|min<6.5.
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Diffractive scattering represents a unique tool for inves-
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The number of ND events in the ND dominated control 165 sample, 2T2+2T1, has been determined as: 
The number of ND events within the signal sample was estimated as
where C j is the normalization factor deduced from the 174 relative mismatch between the data and the total Pythia 175 prediction in the signal sample:
The SD background estimation starts from the calcu- 
the expected number of background SD events was cal-
The first estimate of σ DD was calculated with the ND,
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SD and CD background estimates described above. The Table II .
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The reliability of the background estimates was exam- The visible DD cross-section was calculated using the
where E is the experimental correction and the integrated ND  829±239  672±100  28±22  115±16  109±23  SD  1,588±381  895±321  80±76  303±95  291±77  CD  7±3  5±3  1±1  1±1  1±1  Total expected 
